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Companies are always faced with performance targets that rely on the ability and quality of their resources. Not many studies have evaluated the characteristics of company resources that form business models so that they can win against competition. Pharmaceutical companies are no exception. Not all of the investments that have been allocated in company activities have a high impact. In this research, we want to test which resources have the most dominant influence on company performance, especially in the pharmaceutical industry. The variables studied were the levels of investment in the company, raw materials, advertising, training, and the number of workers on company performance. The data used are secondary longitudinal data from 5 pharmaceutical companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The results of this study indicate that advertising has the most potent influence on company performance in the pharmaceutical industry. These findings contradict the perception that pharmaceutical companies must prioritise raw materials.
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Introduction

The ASEAN population amounts to 30% of the total 2 billion population in East Asia and the Pacific. From the perspective of the health industry, with this large number of populations, the market potential in the health sector is enormous. Total healthcare spending from 6 ASEAN countries, six nations (Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam), reached $ 420 billion in 2017. This value will grow by 70% in the next two decades (WEF, 2018). The value of Indonesia's pharmaceutical market has reached US $ 4.7 billion, or 27 percent of the total market in ASEAN (Fery, 2017). Pharmaceutical companies in Indonesia also grew from 210 pharmaceutical companies in 2015 to 227 pharmaceutical companies in
2017 (Depkes, 2017). This data shows an increase in the production capacity of the pharmaceutical industry. With this increase and a large number of pharmaceutical companies, this has led to intense competition between companies.

Pharmaceutical companies are very dependent on their ability to produce drugs that can treat illnesses or reduce health problems. Good raw materials and proper production processes are operational targets for drug manufacturing in pharmaceutical companies. Therefore, companies must achieve this target well in order to survive in this industry. If we looked at the origin of the supporting factors, the performance of a company could be influenced by several factors that can be categorised into two situations. These factors are external factors (Lavie, 2006) and internal factors (Coff, 1999). The increasing number of competitors is an external factor that influences company performance. However, this factor can encourage or motivate companies to strengthen internal factors again in order to provide better performance. One internal factor that can affect company performance is the resources owned by the company. Resources in the company are people, money, materials, methods, machines, and markets. These resources could determine the company's growth and sustainability.

**Literature Review**

Penrose (1959) stated the importance of the continuous growth of the company. Management is responsible for the effectiveness of operations that support the growth of the company. Eliminating waste, improving product quality, and making the operation simpler are among the corporate actions that must be taken by the company to improve the bottom line. This statement is in line with a resource-based view concept (Warnefelt, 1984; Barney, 1991). Not all resources will become a strategic source, or it could become the source of competitive advantage (David and David, 2015). In such a dynamic environment, evaluation of the resources that could boost performance has not been done so much by researchers (Macher and Mowery, 2009). According to Penrose (1959), in a company, there are two types of resources, namely physical resources and human resources. A company's physical resources consist of tangible things such as factories, equipment, land, and natural resources, raw materials, semi-finished goods, and even stocks of unsold goods, whereas the human resources available in a company are unskilled and skilled workers, administrative, financial, legal, technical, and managerial staff. Every organisation everywhere recognises the importance of human resource management so that the process of human resource management ensures that it recruits competent people who have the appropriate capabilities and are allocated to the right place, right job, right task, and right function (Collin, 2001). This process plays an essential role in increasing the productivity of an organisation. Competent employees can provide fierce competition with competitors, so recruitment and selection of employees need to be handled with a proper strategy. Skilled labour is also needed by specifically by pharmaceutical companies. Workers at the shop floor, who are handling equipment, evaluating raw materials,
and managing drug dosage in the laboratory, ensuring all drug manufacturing reaches the highest level of quality are the precious resources for a pharmaceutical company. The selection and investment of equipment also determine operational performance. The better the selection of tools or the more appropriate investment of plant equipment will encourage the achievement of efficiency and productivity of plant operations.

Andersen (2011) concluded in his research that the relationship of resources with company performance is quite complicated and requires more extensive research in examining it. Andersen showed a new concept that resources can provide superior performance if they meet FMMAD criteria, namely: (1) fit with resources, (2) management capability, (3) marketing capability, (4) firm appropriation of rent, and (5) non-competitive disadvantages. Other authors see the process as a link between resources and company performance (Sheehan and Foss, 2007). Ray et al. (2004) added that processes are critical; only their role is primarily determined by the status and condition of the resources themselves. Nevertheless, companies must be able to determine their operational attitudes and targets; otherwise, it will be challenging to develop a competitive advantage (Ocasio, 1997). Based on the discussion above, and considering the relationship of the resources mentioned above to the company's performance, this research would like to research the Effect of Investment, Advertising, Raw Materials, Training, and the Number of Workers on Company Performance on Pharmaceutical Companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange.

These companies are selected because the company's data is available on the exchange's website or the company's website. The selection of the pharmaceutical industry was carried out because this research is part of industrial research that has been done in the last few years. The purpose of this study is to analyse the effect of investment to advertising, investment to raw materials, investment to training, investment to number of workforce, raw materials to advertising, raw materials to training, number of workers to training, advertising to company performance, raw materials to company performance, training to company performance, number of workers to company performance, and investment to company performance in the pharmaceutical industry and to find out which of these resources has the most dominant influence on company performance in the pharmaceutical industry. The philosophy behind this view is that the Company performance can be influenced by employee development practices, for example, through training and mentoring. The higher employee development practices will lead to higher levels of organisational performance, also showing that employee development is positively related to organisational performance. Capital budgeting techniques can also affect company performance.

Moreover, finally, according to Chen et al. (2016), promoting R&D and marketing capacity can be a strategy for dealing with a competitive environment. The results of this study indicate that R&D and marketing expenses have a positive impact on company performance. With a
variety of conditions above, we again ask which resources can be the primary source of performance drivers of pharmaceutical companies? How is the relationship with other resources? Do these resources have a strategic role in the long run?

**Methodology**

This research used quantitative research methods. The unit of analysis in this study was a pharmaceutical company. The time horizon in this study was a 5-year longitudinal time series. The data source was secondary data that had been obtained from annual reports of companies in the pharmaceutical industry that is listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The detail of the secondary data that had been obtained was: 1. Investment cost data for the past five years (2014 - 2018), 2. Raw material cost data for the past five years (2014 - 2018). 3. Data on advertising costs over the past five years (2014 – 2018). 4. Training cost data for the past five years (2014 - 2018). 5. Total employee data for the past five years (2014 - 2018). 6. Data on income or net sales for the past five years (2014 - 2018). The object of research in this study is pharmaceutical companies that were listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange during 2014 - 2018.

The sampling method used was purposive sampling. The criteria used in selecting the sample of this study were as follows: 1. Sample companies registered in succession during 2014 - 2018. 2. The company has annual report data that includes investment costs (INVEST), advertising or promotion costs (IKLAN), costs of raw materials used (BHNBAKU), training costs (PELATIH), total employees (JMLTNGKE), and income or net sales (PERFORMA). There were five companies out of 12 companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange that met the criteria for purposive sampling. Each company had five years of data. The data collection was done by collecting secondary data from the company's annual report listed on the company's official website and also through the PT. Indonesia Stock Exchange’s website. There were six variables in this research: investment (INVEST), advertising (IKLAN), materials used (BHNBAKU), training (PELATIH), employees (JMLTNGKE), and income (PERFORMA). The data were collected and tested using the classic test. The classic tests were the normality test, multicollinearity test, autocorrelation test, and heteroscedasticity test. In the next step, the data were analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics 22 and Warp PLS. The calculation and evaluation had been conducted to determine the influence of variables, to find out which independent variables have the most dominant influence on the dependent variable.

**Result**

Five companies' data have been used from 2014 to 2018. The normality test is carried out using a non-parametric test with 1 K-S sample. The test results of each variable reached the calculation above 0.05, (INVEST) 0.200, (BHNBAKU) 0.200, (TRAINER) 0.200, (IKLAN) 0.153, (JMLTNGKE) 0.200, and (PERFORMA) 0.200, so the data can be concluded was
normal. The next step was a multicollinearity test. If the data obtained from analysis results are > 0.10 or VIF < 10, then, this data certainly does not occur multicollinearity. Based on results, all variables having tolerance values above 0.10 and VIF below 10: (INVEST) VIF 1.285, (BHNBAKU) VIF 1.013, (TRAINER) VIF 1.121, (IKLAN) VIF 1.078, and (JMLTNGKE) VIF 1.268. Based on the number of all the tolerance values and VIF of these variables, it could be concluded that there was no multicollinearity in this data. The autocorrelation test results showed that the dL and dU values at T = 25 and k = 5 are dL = 0.953 and dU = 1.886 at d value was 2.781. Value (4-d) was 1.219. Based on the detection of positive autocorrelation, the results showed that d > dU, that was, 2.781 > 1.886 or there is no positive autocorrelation. For the detection of negative autocorrelation, the results showed that dL < (4 - d) < dU or, 0.953 < 1.219 < 1.886, then it can be concluded that there was no negative autocorrelation. In summary, the autocorrelation test had no definitive conclusion. There was no positive autocorrelation nor negative autocorrelation. The last test was heteroscedasticity to see the level of significance. If the correlation between the independent variables and the residual value was significantly more than 0.05, then heteroscedasticity does not occur. After testing, it was found that all significance values between the independent variables and residual values were more than 0.05. Then, it can be concluded that heteroscedasticity does not occur. The next step was calculating data in Warp PLS. The result was in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research Model
In general, this research model could translate the structure of these variables by 58% while 42% still depended on other things outside these variables. Based on the path analysis above, the advertising (IKLAN), the raw material (BHNBAKU), and training (PELATIH) are the three variables had the most substantial level of significance compared to other variables. These three variables had a direct influence on company performance. Also, from the path analysis above, there was no strong indirect path. The highest coefficient path was the path from advertising (IKLAN) to company performance (PERFORMA).

Table 1: Effect Size for Path Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Invest</th>
<th>Bhnbaku</th>
<th>Pelatih</th>
<th>Iklan</th>
<th>JmlTngK</th>
<th>Perform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhnbaku</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelatih</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iklan</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JmlTngK</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the effect size, most of the paths that have the highest coefficient have medium-high effect size value (Knock, 2012). It was higher than the medium threshold, 0.15. The effect size could be categorised as low if the value was lower than 0.02, medium if it was around 0.15 or high, 0.35, or higher. The size of effect size represents the scale of effect on an exogenous latent variable on an endogenous latent variable. The effect size in Table 1 showed that for the path (BHNBAKU) to (PERFORMA) was 0.172, (PELATIH) to (PERFORMA) was 0.197 and (IKLAN) to (PERFORMA) was 0.146. So, the most significant effect size from these three paths was the effect size from training (PELATIH) to (PERFORMA) company performance. However, the highest value in the path coefficient was from advertising (IKLAN) to (PERFORMA) company performance. These both number, effect size, and path coefficient are cross-validation. Effect size predicts whether the effect of the path coefficient was small, medium, or large.

Discussion

If we look into the research model, there were basic concepts in company operations that had been used as the base of the hypothesis in this research. Each factory always allocated funds or budget to buy equipment to produce medicines in large quantities. With the increase in the number of equipment, the number of workers will also increase. Increased equipment will encourage increased training and raw materials requirements. If the variation increases, and this is most likely if the equipment increases, the amount of advertising also increases. Any addition of new raw materials will encourage training to handle these new raw materials. Good raw materials will certainly be good if advertised so that customers know. The increase in the number of new workers will provide the consequences of requesting additional scheduling for
employee training. If all components run smoothly, it will drive the company's performance to achieve the company's target. There were three main findings for the results of this study.

The first finding was the implications of Advertising on Company Performance. The advertising variable had a significant effect on company performance, with the highest path coefficient that is equal to 0.4. This evidences proved that in the pharmaceutical industry, advertising has a strong influence as a factor in sales performance as well as company performance. The second implication is the training implications of company performance (Dostie, 2014; Dostie 2018). In research indicated by a path coefficient of 0.365. It can be said that in the pharmaceutical industry, training is an essential factor that can help companies improve their performance. The third implication is the implication of Raw Materials on Company Performance. The raw material variable has a significant effect on company performance with a path coefficient of 0.352. By strengthening raw materials, it can help companies to achieve improved company performance. These results somewhat provide a different perspective.

Pharmaceutical companies are supposed to focus on raw materials and proper processing so the quality of a medicine can be improved and cured the patient or improve their health. Right raw materials are expected to provide a faster and more accurate healing effect. However, the philosophical meaning that can be drawn from the results of this analysis is that advertising has a significant impact, so many customers know it and take advantage of the existence of this medicine. If we analyse further, the raw material occupies the third position, the difference in the coefficient with advertising is not extensive, which is only 0.048. This small gap means that the existence of raw materials is still considered necessary. Workers who occupy the second position are the same important as advertising in the number 1 position. It is the workers who process drugs, who research medicines that they made, mixes drugs to ensure their composition is correct and able to heal the patient. The fourth finding is the number of workers and the machine. The increasing number of worker and machinery will not give a significant impact on the performance.

The essence of small is better, easy to swallow, and the machine very effective in producing the number of capsules or tablets are something that the company and the patient want. So the investment in machinery should be carefully taken, as well as the recruitment of new employee. Another aspect of calculation is effect size. The effect size provides another dimension of knowledge. The Effect size predicts whether the effect of path coefficient was small, medium or large. The largest effect size is training (PELATIH) to company performance (PERFORMA). It is 0.197 > 0.15, followed by raw material (BHNBAKU) to company performance (0.172), (PERFORMA) and advertising (IKLAN) to company performance (PERFORMA) (0.146). Two other variables, namely the number of workers and investment do not provide a meaningful effect size because the values are low or close to 0.02 for
investment (INVEST) to company performance (PERFORMA) (0.013) and the number of workers (JMLTNGK) to company performance (PERFORMA) (0.048).

Conclusion and Recommendation

R2 score on the company's performance variable reaches 58%, which means that all research conducted on this research can be adequately accessed by 58%. While the other 42% is determined by other things, such as leadership, motivation, incentives, work environment, culture, or physical environment., this research will undoubtedly add new insights as well as provide new research opportunities. In both results, the path of coefficient and effect size the numbers are quite close to each other. Although there is a priority, those three aspects are essential. For pharmaceutical industry players and investors in the pharmaceutical industry: Investing in long-term training or developing human capital will have a long-term effect. Training can be done by allocating time as part of work assignments through proper scheduling.

Workers must continue to be trained to produce quality medicines that are always prepared and followed by research from the laboratory. If the results from the laboratory are correct and maximum, large quantities of production with consistent results must also be achieved well, so that the product always follows the standards, is always consistent and the quality is reduced. Therefore, the allocation of funds in the development of raw materials is the second factor that must be considered. With good quality raw materials, it can produce superior products too. Raw materials that are scarce or difficult to obtain if owned by a company can also be an added value for the company because the company can have a high selling value, but also can make the company survive in industrial competition with product differentiation. The last is the allocation of funds in Advertising. Advertising is a window for doctors and potential medicine users. Therefore, managing advertising is an essential factor.

The development of strategic management science has begun to strengthen towards integration with other sciences. The development of strategic management science has begun to strengthen towards integration with other sciences. Strategies not only look at one scope but also broadly evaluate contextually, process, and performance. The main target is to continue to grow and have a strong market foundation and achieve competitive advantage repeatedly and sustainably. Therefore, research in a long period and broad scope will be the future trend. The development of technology, especially in the field of social media, is an essential source of information on the development of strategies that have never been done before and are incorporated into one framework. Knowing information through customers, which is feedback, developing it into a dynamic strategy is something that is a challenge for further development.

This research can be developed further. Several suggestions can be used as a reference for future research: 1. The amount of observation time is extended to more than five years. 2. The
number of companies included in the study is increased. 3. Expanding on other resources or other organisational components such as leadership, motivation, teamwork, heterogeneous labour quality, incentives, work environment, culture, or physical environment. Better exploration of how the actual composition of the budget for these three variables is also an aspect of research that can be further developed. With the development of this research, the use of the budget could be lower, but the synergy that must be done between the three must be higher. With this kind of research, the company's leaders and investors will increasingly recognise the character of resources in the company and arrange it according to priorities and the magnitude of its effect on the company.
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